


When Honma tradition meets high-tech, 
the result is TW757. With the world’s first 
carbon-slot and a family of multi-material 
irons, woods, and hybrids–TW757 delivers 
speed, stability, spin control, and steady 
distance. If scoring is your goal, arm your 
game with TW757.
 
In competition.

On the course.

Everywhere your game takes you.

And every swing in between.

Honma tradition meets high-tech

PREMIUM PERFORMANCE
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DR I V ERS

Tee time, meet tech.
At Honma, simply improving club technology 
won’t cut it. It has to perform…and prove its 
power. Introducing: Honma’s TW757 S and  
D drivers.
 
Boasting the industry’s first carbon-slot, 
these drivers employ a thinner titanium layer 
supported by a lighter, more responsive carbon 
insert. Why? For next-level speed. Higher launch. 
Less spin. And extra discretionary weighting 
that maximizes performance.

Fine Japanese craftsmanship includes premium 
Toray composites and our tour-validated Honma 
Vizard shafts. These perfectly pair with the 
TW757 line’s 460CC D (directional control) 
or 450CC S (spin and stability control) carbon 
fast frame to optimize power off the tee.
 
That’s how tech at the tee brings the explosive 
trajectory you expect from Honma.

Tee time, meet tech.
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DR I V ERS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

NEW CARBON-SLOT PATENT
 
The TW757 Driver features a new 
patent-pending carbon slot that 
optimizes the performance from the 
lower half of the clubface. 
 
By using a thinner titanium layer 
supported by a lighter and more 
responsive carbon insert, the driver  
offers more speed, higher launch, less 
spin, and extra discretionary weighting  
to maximize distance.

Plus: P-SAT loft adjustment sleeve keeps 
the shaft spine at 6:00 on the D Driver 
(Directional Control) and S Driver (Spin 
and Stability Control)

VIZARD SHAFT: PREMIUM COMES 
STANDARD WITH HONMA  
 
Hand-rolled at Honma Golf’s Sakata, 
Japan factory by specialist “Takumi” 
(Master Craftsmen), Honma Vizard 
shafts maximize club performance 
through advanced carbon materials, 
world renowned quality control, and  
are synergized with our Driver, Fairway, 
Hybrids, Iron, and Wedge head designs 
to deliver a seamless “whole-club” 
player experience.

All Honma VIZARD shafts are spine 
aligned at 6 o’clock for added stability 
and control.

UPDATED Ti-CARBON FAST FRAME 

The TW757 features not one, but TWO 
models with dedicated adjustable weights 
dial in ball-flight. 

• Front to back weighting in 450CC S
• Heel to toe weighting in 460CC D 
 
The Ti-Carbon Fast Frame has been updated 
with multiple Honma T//World technologies:

• Ribbed carbon crown
• Vertical rib slot face insert  
• Reinforced crown rib structure
• Keel sole for low CG and higher MOI
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FA I RWAYS

Torque, meet tech.
At Honma, simply improving club technology 
won’t cut it. It has to perform…and prove
its power.
 
Every small twist has a huge impact on your 
shot. So why have we consciously removed 
the angle adjustment function from our 
previous model? Because the TW757’s tech 
improvements go the distance in assuring
faster initial ball speed, stability, and control.

Classic shaping blends a 455 steel cup-face 
with an ultralight carbon crown to deliver a true 
player’s 3-Wood. Vertical rib design, tour-proven 
compact profiles, and a low CG gives TW757 
fairway woods the distance you want with 
off-the-turf accuracy .
 
Because tech for torque puts twists and
turns within your control.
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FA I RWAYS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

LOW CG DESIGN
 
Vertical rib design increases initial ball 
speed and improved weight distribution.

Optimized progressive sole weighting 
adopts a shallow and low CG that results 
in high trajectory and low spin. This 
provides playable, strong, wind-resistant 
trajectory that maximizes carry from 
various turf conditions.

Fairway Woods feature an adjustable 
sole weight, which also increases MOI for 
forgiveness, and creates a deep CG for 
higher launch.

VIZARD SHAFT: PREMIUM COMES 
STANDARD WITH HONMA  
 
Hand-rolled at Honma Golf’s Sakata, Japan 
facility, Honma Vizard shafts maximize 
club performance through advanced carbon 
materials and world-renowned quality 
control, and are synergized with our driver, 
fairway wood, hybrid, iron and wedge 
clubhead designs to deliver a seamless 
“whole-club” player experience.

All Honma VIZARD shafts are spine aligned 
at 6 o’clock for added stability and control.

TOUR PROVEN PROFILES 
 
Behind the face of each TW757 Fairway 
is Honma’s Vertical Rib face design, 
which along with an advanced sole slot 
increases initial ball speed and improves 
weight distribution in a classically shaped, 
compact head design to inspire confidence 
for many levels of play. 
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HYBR I DS

Talent, meet tech.
At Honma, simply improving club technology 
won’t cut it. It has to perform…and prove
its power.
 
With today’s course set-ups and conditioning 
challenges, don’t choose between control 
and distance – get both. Progressive CG, 
player-preferred neutral bias and square face 

angle come together to deliver an optimal 
balance of distance and control. Prepare to  
fill yardage gaps at the top end of your bag.
 
Because tech for talent brings your game to 
the next level.
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HYBR I DS

KEY TECHNOLOGIES

LOW CG DESIGN
 
Vertical rib design increases initial ball 
speed and improved weight distribution.

Optimized progressive sole weighting 
adopts a shallow and low CG design that 
results in high trajectory and low spin. 
This provides the player with playable, 
strong trajectory that can resist wind 
while still maximizing carry from a variety 
of turf conditions.

VIZARD SHAFT: PREMIUM COMES 
STANDARD WITH HONMA  
 
Hand-rolled at Honma Golf’s Sakata, Japan 
facility, Honma Vizard shafts maximize 
club performance through advanced 
carbon materials and world-renowned 
quality control, and are synergized with 
our driver, fairway wood, hybrid, iron and 
wedge clubhead designs to deliver a 
seamless “whole-club” player experience. 

MULTI-MATERIAL DESIGN 
 
The #3 Hybrid in the TW757 series layers in 
advanced materials and construction where 
it matters most. A Maraging 455 Steel 
Cup-Face creates hot ball speed gains, with 
an internal weighting cartridge allowing 
weight to be redistributed low and deep to 
help increase launch conditions so you can 
hit the green from any lie.
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I RONS

Tenacity, meet tech.
No matter where or why we play, a relentless drive to win 
moves us. The best iron is how we get there.
 
Whether triumph for you means a national title, a club 
championship, or simply your personal best, stats show 
you’re your proximity to the hole on approach usually wins 
the day. The multi-material TW757 family of irons are 
precision tools that deliver unmatched control.

Tech gives us the tools. Your tenacity
brings triumph.

Vx

P

B

TW757Vx player’s cavity back 
irons are forged from a billet 
of the softest S20C carbon 
steel. Tungsten toe weighting 
centralizes the center of gravity 
in a tour-approved address and 
sole profile.

TW757P players’ distance irons 
feature strategically positioned 
tungsten sole weights, pocket 
undercut cavity, and a cup face 
– resulting in classically shaped 
clubheads that generate distance.

The TW757B player’s blade 
irons are a modern muscle back 
design using a soft 8620 steel 
with mass reallocated from the 
heel to toe. Strategic placement 
of tungsten toe-weighting offers
top players total control of their 
ball flight.
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TW757P: PLAYER’S MULTI-MATERIAL DISTANCE IRON TW757Vx: PLAYER’S FORGED CAVITY-BACK

TW757B: PLAYER’S MODERN MUSCLE BACK BLADE

MULTI-MATERIAL TUNGSTEN 
WEIGHTING FOR OPTIMAL CG 
PLACEMENT

MODERN MUSCLE BACK BLADE 
DESIGN FOR HIGHER SPIN AND 
CRISP TURF INTERACTION

FORGED FROM PREMIUM 
“S20C” SOFT CARBON STEEL

THIN L-CUP FACE INSERT DESIGN 
FOR ADDED DISTANCE

MATERIAL REMOVED FROM HEEL 
SIDE OF THE HEAD IS REDISTRIBUTED 
TO THE TOE VIA TUNGSTEN / RESIN 
WEIGHT PORT FOR OPTIMAL MID-CG 
PLACEMENT

TUNGSTEN TOE WEIGHTING ADDED 
TO OPTIMIZE GC, STABILITY AND 
TRAJECTORY

UNDERCUT CAVITY-BACK FOR 
ADDED PERIMETER WEIGHTING 
AND FORGIVENESS

8620 CARBON STEEL CONSTRUCTION 
FOR SOFT FEEL & CLASSIC PLAYER’S 
BLADE FEEDBACK

BEAUTIFUL, TOUR APPROVED 
ADDRESS PROFILE WITH 
MODERN SPEC LOFTS

VIZARD SHAFT: PREMIUM COMES  
STANDARD WITH HONMA  
 
Hand-rolled at Honma Golf’s Sakata, Japan facility, 
Honma Vizard shafts maximize club performance through 
advanced carbon materials and world-renowned quality 
control, and are synergized with our driver, fairway wood, 
hybrid, iron and wedge clubhead designs to deliver a 
seamless “whole-club” player experience.

In addition to popular Steel Shaft offerings from Nippon 
Shaft and True Temper, all TW757 irons can be equipped 
with “Made in Japan” Honma VIZARD shafts. Featuring 
premium advanced carbon materials from Toray 
Composites, Honma’s renowned quality control, and a 
wide array of flexes and weight ranges from 50-100 grams, 
VIZARD shafts take your iron game to the next level.
All Honma VIZARD shafts are spine aligned at 6 o’clock for 
added stability and control.

2.2mm

2.9mm 2.4mm
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